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Abstract—We present a new method for reconstructing a unified skeletal animation with multiple Kinects over 360 degrees using a non-linear skeletal fusion function. Using the skeletal data from multiple Kinects, we use dynamic programming to find the global optimal solution that selects the joints from each camera to create a unified skeleton at each frame such that it results in the correct pose. The unified skeletal reconstruction is constrained by a number of terms that take into account the orientation of the joints, bone lengths, and the temporal smoothness of the joint’s motion. We quantitatively validate the goodness of the unified skeleton using two evaluation methods, and also perform qualitative and quantitative comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods in skeletal reconstruction. The output of our method is a 360-degree plausible unified skeletal animation that would not be possible with a single Kinect due to occlusions, tracking failures, and field of view constraints.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The field of human motion capture has been an active area of research both in computer vision and computer graphics. Specifically, in the past two decades there has been a special focus on the marker-less motion capture. Motion capture in general has a number of applications in a number of areas, e.g., movies, games and robotics etc. Marker-less motion capture on the other hand opens new avenues of application as it can capture a user’s motion in a general environment without the need of any special attachment. It has a number of applications in the areas such as natural user interface design, motion analysis, video surveillance, virtual reality etc. In addition to the motion, it also allows to capture the shape, and appearance of the person that can be employed for additional scene analysis and visualizations. One of the earliest work in this area was done by Carranza et al. [1]. They used eight synchronized RGB video cameras and used an analysis-based-synthesis method for the marker-less motion capture. Later, Theobalt et al. [2] extended their work to not only capture the motion, but also the surface reflectance properties. Debevec et al. [3] [4] also captured different aspects of human motion and appearance. Later Aguiar et al. [5] used a template based deformation method to capture the motion of a moving actor, whereas Vlasic et al. [6] used a skeleton based deformation approach to capture non-trivial motion, and Ahmed et al. [7] used shape matching of reconstructed visual hulls to capture the motion. All of these methods used RGB cameras to capture the moving person.

Microsoft introduced Kinect in 2010 as a natural user interface device [8]. It has been widely adopted as a low-cost depth sensor for the acquisition of static or dynamic 3D content. The major benefit of Kinect is that it provides both color and depth data at 30 frames per seconds. Depth data can also be acquired through other type of depth cameras [9] [10], but the main benefit of using Kinect is, that it provides both color and depth data in a single system at a very low price. In addition, Microsoft provides a very comprehensive SDK to access all the functionality of Kinect that makes it a ubiquitous choice for 3D acquisition.

Kinect, being a consumer grade RGB-D camera, is deployed in a diverse range of applications. Some of the examples include: Gesture recognition for novel interfaces [11], human behavior recognition [12], time-coherent 3D animation reconstruction [13], or head tracking for virtual reality applications [14]. Additionally, Kinect [8] has emerged as a standard choice for pose estimation. Since it provides both RGB and depth data, a single Kinect can be used to estimate the pose of the human actor [15] [16] [17]. In addition to the color and depth data, Kinect SDK [8] also allows access to the real-time pose data. Real-time pose estimation with the Kinect SDK is one of its main strengths, resulting it being employed in a number of applications ranging from video games to the controlling of robots [18]. Microsoft has been constantly improving the Kinect SDK, which can provide real-time pose estimation of a person in standing or sitting positions.

There has been a number of methods proposed for pose estimation using depth cameras [19]. Many of these methods can be used to get a real-time pose estimation. The benefit of using Kinect is that it is easy to use, and using it makes implementing a motion capture system a simplified process. In contrast to the pose estimation approaches by Wei et al.[20], Ye et al. [16], Baak et al.[17], Yasin et al. [21], Shotton et al. [22], Yueng et al. [23], and Dantone et al. [24], which though may well be more robust, are very difficult to implement for a general user and their adaption rate for motion capture application is very low. On the other hand, pose estimation from Kinect has been employed in a number of applications in many areas [18].

In general, for all the applications that rely on the skeletal data from one Kinect, this single view pose estimation is reliable as long as the user is oriented towards the camera with minimal occlusions [25]. This type of pose estimation works most of the time while geared towards the player facing the television, but it cannot be used for a free-form motion capture over 360 degrees, where the actor can move in any direction. One of the main reasons for the pose estimation failure is the occlusion of body parts resulting in the missing depth information.

A straightforward solution for resolving the occlusions would be to use more than one Kinect. Recently, a number of methods have been proposed that make use of multiple Kinects for the pose estimation problem. Even though this...
There are a number of challenges in incorporating multiple Kinects and fusing their skeleton data over 360 degrees. First, the Kinect cannot differentiate between the front-facing and the back-facing person. An incorrect inverted posture for all joints is returned for the back-facing person. If one captures an actor over 360 degrees, then there should be a method to automatically detect and discard the incorrect pose. Secondly, there should be a way to fuse the data from the joints that are not occluded as the tracking result from the occluded joints can be completely wrong. In addition, due to the underlying algorithm from Kinect, the tracking can fail due to the sensor noise or very fast motion. Thus there should be a way to fuse the skeleton data from multiple Kinects in such a way so that it can rectify these failures using the best available joints.

Therefore, we propose a new method of fusing the skeleton data from multiple Kinects over 360 degrees. Our method can automatically detect the correct orientation of the actor with respect to each camera, and can fuse the joint data based on our novel non-linear skeletal fusion function that creates a unified skeletal representation at each frame. Our method uses the Microsoft Kinect SDK for acquisition and its implementation is relatively very simple. The result of our method is a unified human motion measurement in the form of a skeletal animation over 360 degrees that is free from the artifacts due to occlusions or tracking failures.

Our work does not estimate the pose from the depth data, rather it presents a very simple and effective method to combine the data acquired from multiple low-cost sensors for a reliable 360 degrees motion capture. An algorithmic flowchart of our method can be seen in Fig. 1. In the following sections, we will present each of the algorithmic steps in detail, starting from the discussion of data acquisition in the next section. Afterward, the unified skeletal animation reconstruction algorithm is presented, followed by results and validation, and conclusions.

II. DATA ACQUISITION

Our acquisition system is comprised of four Kinects placed at 90 degrees with respect to each other. Our system is not confined to a fixed camera setup, but can work effectively for a hand-held acquisition, if required. We use a software-based synchronization similar to Ye et al. [28] for the multi-view acquisition. We use the Kinect SDK to acquire RGB, depth and skeleton data. RGB-D streams from Kinect are low resolution (640x480) at 30 frames per second. For each frame, Kinect tracks a skeleton comprising of 20 joints. One frame from our acquisition system showing, RGB, depth and the skeleton data can be seen in Fig. 2a, b.

One of the benefits of using the Kinect SDK is that it circumvents the need of any manual intrinsic camera calibration. The SDK provides the mapping between RGB, depth, and skeleton data. It also maps the depth and skeleton data to a unified three-space coordinate system. Thus, for every depth value the corresponding RGB value is available. Additionally, for every joint position we know its depth value and the mapping to the RGB data. For our work, we only need the mapping between depth and the skeleton data.

The depth to world coordinate mapping allows us to resample the depth data in a 3D point cloud. Thus, for each frame we obtain four 3D point clouds along with their corresponding estimated skeleton data in their local coordinate systems. It is to be noted that we do not simplify the 3D
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**Fig. 1.** Flowchart of the proposed method, starting from the acquisition of depth, RGB, and skeletal data to the unified skeletal animation reconstruction.
point clouds to remove the noise or outliers [30], rather we rely on the raw data to speed up the runtime performance. In addition, the Kinect SDK also provides a tracking state for the skeleton and each joint. The joint tracking states are an important part of the error measure while finding the optimal solution using the non-linear fusion function, as discussed in the next section. As our experiments use a static camera setup, we use the same approach as Ahmed [26] for the extrinsic calibration. In general, a dynamic calibration approach can be used to perform the extrinsic calibration at each frame as long as some correspondences between different cameras can be established. Therefore, our method is not limited to a fixed camera setup. 3D point clouds, and their corresponding skeletal data registered in a global coordinate system can be seen in Fig. 3.

III. UNIFIED SKELETAL ANIMATION RECONSTRUCTION

The fusion of skeleton data from multiple Kinects poses a number of challenges. First, the skeleton data from the Kinect is not usable if the actor is not facing the camera. The Kinect uses the depth data under the assumption that the actor is facing the camera and returns the incorrect pose if the actor is not facing the camera, as seen in Fig. 2b(right). In the first step, for every frame we need to identify which cameras can be used for reconstructing the unified skeleton. As the depth data, or the skeleton and joins tracking states are not helpful in finding the correct orientation of the human actor, we use one of the standard face detection methods [31] over the RGB data to determine the front-facing actors. We use two profiles, one for the frontal face, and one for the profile face to find out which cameras can be used for the fusion (Fig. 2a). Face detection is a standard feature provided in nearly all camera systems, ranging from mobile phones to high end DSLRs. It is prone to failure if the actor’s face is occluded. Sometimes it can also detect false positives. We used simple sanity checks to circumvent these issues, to be discussed in the Results and Validation section. Additionally, we could also use the face detection API provided with the Kinect SDK, which works robustly in practice, but since it is real-time, we found that it adversely affected the performance of our acquisition system. In principle, as the Kinect already provides the head position in the depth image coordinates, the extrinsic camera parameters can be used to localize the head position in the RGB space. Using the head position, some other image processing algorithm can also be used to detect the front-facing camera.

Once the cameras to be used are identified, we start the fusion process by selecting the 20 joints from the usable cameras that result in the correct pose. Identifying the correct joints can be a challenging problem, and one can opt for a local solution where each joint is selected individually based on some confidence score, or opt for a global solution that takes into account all the joints at the same time. The benefit...
of a global solution is that it can employ additional properties of the skeleton, e.g. bone lengths to enforce pose consistency. Therefore, we formulate a non-linear fusion function that finds the optimal skeleton in a global solution. Assuming we are using \( C \) usable cameras, and there are \( T \) frames in the sequence. A skeleton \( S_t \) is defined by the 20 joints \( \mathbf{j}_c \), where \( c = 1, \ldots, C \), and \( t = 1, \ldots, T \). It is to be noted that within a skeleton the choice of the joints is local, i.e., the right knee joint can only be one of the right knee joints from one of the usable cameras. Thus, by definition \( S_t \) is always a valid skeleton, though its pose could be incorrect based on the choice of the joints. Under these conditions, at any time frame \( t \), the number of possible valid skeleton configurations for \( S_t \) are \( C^{20} \). The non-linear fusion function for each frame is defined as:

\[
 f(S_t) = \alpha \Phi(S_t) + \beta \Psi(S_t) + \gamma \Omega(S_t) \quad (1)
\]

where \( \Phi(S_t) \), \( \Psi(S_t) \), and \( \Omega(S_t) \) are the error measures terms related to the orientation, bone length, and the temporal smoothness, respectively. These error measures are evaluated for each configuration of \( S_t \), and if the joint configuration that results in the minimal value for Eq. 1 is selected as the unified skeleton at that particular time step. \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), and \( \gamma \) are weighting factors summing to 1.0. Empirically, we found the values of \( \alpha = 0.46 \), \( \beta = 0.33 \), and \( \gamma = 0.21 \) (see also the Results and Validation section for a discussion). In the following subsections, we will describe the each error measure term in detail.

A. Orientation Measure

The orientation error measure \( \Phi(S_t) \) penalizes the skeleton whose joints are not oriented towards the camera. In order to calculate this measure, we first need to estimate the normal \( \mathbf{N}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) for each \( \mathbf{j}_c \). \( \mathbf{N}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) is estimated in the global coordinate system using the uniform 3D point clouds that is obtained using the extrinsic camera calibration Fig 3a. For each \( \mathbf{j}_c \), using its three-space position \( \mathbf{P}(\mathbf{j}_c) \), the standard SVD-based plane-fitting algorithm on nearest 20 three-space points in the unified point cloud is used to obtain \( \mathbf{N}(\mathbf{j}_c) \).

The orientation measure \( \varphi(\mathbf{j}_c) \) for each \( \mathbf{j}_c \) is defined as the dot product of:

\[
 \varphi(\mathbf{j}_c) = \mathbf{N}(\mathbf{j}_c) \cdot \mathbf{V}(\mathbf{j}_c)
\]

where \( \mathbf{V}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) is the view vector from \( \mathbf{P}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) to the three-space position of the camera \( c \). Thus, if the joint is completely oriented towards the camera then \( \varphi(\mathbf{j}_c) \) will be 0, otherwise its value will increase. The joint is discarded if \( \varphi(\mathbf{j}_c) \) is less than 0. This is desirable for our error measure, as the joints that face the camera will result in the lower error compared to the joints that are not oriented towards the camera.

Finally, for a skeleton \( S_t \), the orientation error measure term \( \Phi(S_t) \) for the non-linear fusion function (Eq. 1) is defined as the sum of \( \varphi(\mathbf{j}_c) \) over 20 joints scaled by the joint confidence term \( \mathcal{R}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) and the occlusion term \( \mathcal{O}(\mathbf{j}_c) \):

\[
 \Phi(S_t) = \sum_{j=1}^{20} \varphi(\mathbf{j}_c) \cdot \mathcal{R}(\mathbf{j}_c) \cdot \mathcal{O}(\mathbf{j}_c) \quad (2)
\]

The two additional terms \( \mathcal{R}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) and \( \mathcal{O}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) that scale \( \varphi(\mathbf{j}_c) \) are required to compensate for the shortcomings of the Kinect’s underlying skeletal estimation algorithm. It is to be noted that we do not estimate a completely new joint position using the skeletal data from multiple Kinects, rather as explained earlier, the best joints from one of the skeletons is selected to create the unified skeleton. As Kinect estimates a skeleton in real-time using the depth data, the skeleton tracking can fail for one or more joints due to a number of reasons. Most common cause for a tracking failure is the occlusion, fast motion, or sensor noise, resulting in missing or low quality of the depth data. Microsoft Kinect SDK provides a joint tracking state for each \( \mathbf{j}_c \). There are three possible tracking states that are used to define \( \mathcal{R}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) as follows:

\[
 \mathcal{R}(\mathbf{j}_c) = \begin{cases} 
 3 & \text{if the joint data is not available,} \\
 2 & \text{if joint data is calculated from other joints,} \\
 1 & \text{if the joint data is tracked and available.} 
\end{cases}
\]

If the joint data is tracked and available then there is no penalty. If the joint data is calculated from other joints or is simply not available, due to the missing depth information, then the reliability of the joint data is low and the orientation error measure for that particular joint is scaled accordingly. The missing depth information can be due to occlusion, fast motion, or sensor noise. Thus \( \mathcal{R}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) favors the correctly tracked joints.

In addition to \( \mathcal{R}(\mathbf{j}_c) \), we also introduce a complimentary term \( \mathcal{O}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) that specifically checks for joint’s occlusion to further penalizes the joints that are occluded by some other body parts. Joint occlusion is one of the most common reasons for tracking failure for a particular joint. We cannot rely on the joint tracking state \( \mathcal{R}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) to report for occlusion because its underlying algorithm for the tracking state is unknown, rather we check for the joint occlusion using our own algorithm.

\( \mathcal{O}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) is calculated by finding if \( \mathbf{j}_c \) is occluded or not by back projecting its three-space value from the skeleton to the depth image, giving its two-space \( (\mathbf{j}_c \cdot x, \mathbf{j}_c \cdot y)_{back} \) location in the depth coordinates. A lookup in the depth image using \( (\mathbf{j}_c \cdot x, \mathbf{j}_c \cdot y)_{back} \) provides the back projected depth value \( D_{back}(\mathbf{j}_c) \). In addition, the Kinect SDK also provides the actual depth value for each joint in the depth space \( D_{SDK}(\mathbf{j}_c) \). If \( \mathbf{j}_c \) is not occluded then \( D_{back}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) should be equal to \( D_{SDK}(\mathbf{j}_c) \), otherwise it must be occluded. Thus \( \mathcal{O}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) is defined as follows:

\[
 \mathcal{O}(\mathbf{j}_c) = \begin{cases} 
 2 & \text{if } D_{back}(\mathbf{j}_c) \neq D_{SDK}(\mathbf{j}_c), \\
 1 & \text{if } D_{back}(\mathbf{j}_c) = D_{SDK}(\mathbf{j}_c) 
\end{cases}
\]

There is no penalty if the joint is not occluded otherwise the error is scaled. The term \( \mathcal{O}(\mathbf{j}_c) \) complements \( \mathcal{R}(\mathbf{j}_c) \). For example, in some cases Kinect can estimate a skeleton that have a higher quality with all joints having a higher confidence, whereas the actual subject has occlude body parts from the point of view of the camera. In this scenario, the occlusion term penalizes the joints that are occluded so that joints that are not occluded are assigned a higher score.
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B. Bone Length Measure

The bone length error measure $\Psi(S_t)$, penalizes the skeletons configuration that deviate greatly from the ideal bone lengths. In general, there is no notion for ideal bone length for a person as they differ for every person. We adopt the approach similar to [23], and initialize all the bone-lengths manually within a unified skeleton for the first frame and classify their lengths as the ideal lengths. This is only done at the first frame and provides a goodness measure that will later also be used for the quantitative validation of the method.

A joint can be associated with one or more bones. Assuming it can be associated with $n$ bones, we define $B_i(j^t_i)$ to be the bones associated with $j^t_i$, where $i=1...n$. The ideal bones are defined as $B_i(j_0)$. Using these definitions, the joint’s bone length error measure $\psi(j^t_i)$ is defined as:

$$\psi(j^t_i) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (||B_i(j^t_i)|| - ||B_i(j_0)||)^2$$

which is the sum of the square of the difference between the bone lengths associated with each $j^t_i$ and their corresponding ideal bone length. This error measure will be closer 0 if the bone lengths are closer to the ideal bone lengths, otherwise its value will increase. It is to be noted that $\psi(j^t_i)$ is only defined for a valid skeleton, it cannot be calculated for a joint individually. Therefore, for a skeleton $S_t$, the bone length error measure term $\Psi(S_t)$ for the non-linear fusion function (Eq. 1), is defined as:

$$\Psi(S_t) = \sum_{j=1}^{20} \psi(j^t_i) \ast R(j^t_i) \ast O(j^t_i)$$

(C) Temporal Smoothness Measure

The temporal smoothness error measure $\Omega(S_t)$ penalizes the joints that move abruptly compared to the previous frame. As we rely on Kinect to reconstruct the skeleton, the underlying pose estimation algorithm from Kinect estimates a skeleton at each frame that can behave very differently from the previous frame due to a number of reasons. As we fuse the skeleton data from multiple Kinetics, the joints that depict smoother motion should be preferred to the jerky motion as it can be due to a tracking failure or the limitation of the underlying algorithm. Given the three-space position of a joint at the current frame $P(j^t_i)$ and at the previous frame $P(j^t_{i-1})$, its temporal smoothness error measure $\omega(j^t_i)$ is defined as the square of the distance between the two positions:

$$\omega(j^t_i) = (||P(j^t_i) - P(j^t_{i-1})||)^2$$

Please note that Kinect’s coordinate system is in meters, thus in general the displacement is always small and less than 1 meter, and this error measure only penalizes very high displacement that results in a sudden jerky motion. As we use the joint positions provided by the Kinect SDK, $\omega(j^t_i)$ is never 0, rather it penalizes if a joint deviates too much from the last frame, especially in case of a tracking failure. Therefore, for a skeleton $S_t$, the temporal smoothness error measure term $\Omega(S_t)$ for the non-linear fusion function (Eq. 1) is defined as:

$$\Omega(S_t) = \sum_{j=1}^{20} \omega(j^t_i) \ast R(j^t_i) \ast O(j^t_i)$$

Fig. 4. Tracking fails for the right arm in the front-facing camera due to self-occlusions (a), whereas for the side facing camera the left arm was not tracked because it was not in the view (b). Our method unified the two skeletons (shown in different shades of grey) and reconstructed the correct pose (right).
to create the unified skeleton using the non-linear fusion function.

Fig. 5. Three frames of the walking sequence show the fusion of different cameras over 360 degrees. The cameras are shown in different shades of grey, and their three-space location is visualized as circles. Depending on the orientation of the actor, the usable cameras are identified that are used to create the unified skeleton using the non-linear fusion function.

IV. RESULTS AND VALIDATION

In order to test our method, we used four Kinect sensors to record three sequences of 200 frames each. The first sequence shows a fast boxing motion, the second sequence is a normal walking motion, while the third sequence is the fast rotation motion of the whole body, while the actor moves the arms and legs on the spot. The results show that the non-linear fusion solution selected the 20 best joints at each frame and managed to reconstruct a unified pose that is free from the failures of individual cameras. The three error measure terms ensure that joints with the wrong pose are replaced by the joints from other cameras that estimate the correct pose, as can be seen in Fig. 4. More results from two of the sequences can be seen in Fig. 2c, 3c, 5. It can be observed in the results that our method can merge the skeleton data from multiple cameras to reconstruct the unified skeletal animation. Also note that the boxing sequence is shown with only three cameras because the actor never turned around to face the fourth camera. It can be seen in the video that because of the faster motion, the boxing sequence has a number of tracking failures, even in the front-facing camera, but our method was able to reconstruct the correct motion by merging data from the other cameras. The walking sequence shows a complete 360-degree reconstructed unified motion.

In addition to the qualitative visual evaluation, we also perform multiple quantitative validations. In general, there is no ground truth data available for us to compare the goodness of our method. In addition, this work is not a direct pose estimation from the depth data [19], rather it uses the estimated pose from each camera and combines them together. Therefore, we do not need to quantify the quality of the individual pose, but need to estimate if the unified skeleton is better than the individual poses from each camera.

To demonstrate the quality and necessity for a unified skeletal reconstruction, we compare the results of our method with the state-of-the-art skeletal reconstruction method from Cao et al. [32]. In [32], a learning method based on Part Affinity Fields is used to estimate the skeleton of one or more person from any camera view. We directly used their publicly available code [33] to estimate the skeleton on the boxing sequence. One input frame can be seen Fig. 6a. The results from [32], directly using their code, can be seen in Fig. 6b. Whereas, the unified skeleton can be seen in Fig. 6c. As can be seen in Fig. 6b that even though [32] can work for most of the cases, but extreme cases with severe occlusion will still result in the incorrect estimation of the pose. Whereas, a multi-view non-linear skeletal fusion (Fig. 6c) will give a better result because it combines the joints with the least error to get an optimal unified skeleton.

Finally, we use two methods that compare the unified skeleton with individual skeletons using the bone-length variation estimation and 3D point cloud overlap to quantify the goodness of the unified skeleton as explained in the following sections.

A. Bone-length Variation Estimation

For the first quantitative analysis, we implement the bone-length variation estimation system that is presented and employed by Yueng et al. [23]. Similar to [23], we initialize all the bone-lengths manually for the first frame and classify them as the ideal lengths. Ideally the bone-lengths of the reconstructed skeleton at each frame should be as close as possible to the ideal lengths. Following [23], we computed bone-lengths at each frame for the unified skeleton and the front-facing cameras at each frame. For all the sequences we found the unified skeleton to be the closest to the ideal lengths compared to individual Kinects.

We computed the bone-length variation statistics for all the sequences. The most challenging sequence was the boxing sequence because it is the most challenging sequence with very fast motion, and with a number of tracking failures for all the cameras. Similar to [23], we show the statistics of bone-length variation for a number of bones for the boxing sequence in Fig. 7, and the walking sequence in Fig. 8. Table I and Table II show the absolute difference of the average bone length and the ideal bone-length for individual Kinects and the unified skeleton for the boxing and walking sequences, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 7 and 8 and Table I and II that over the course of the entire sequence,
Fig. 7. The statistics of bone-length variation at different parts of skeleton in the boxing sequence. The ideal bone length is shown as the black dotted line in the center. The bone-length from individual Kinects and from the reconstructed uniform skeleton are shown over the 200 frames in different patterns and shades of grey. Kindly note that some Kinects (e.g. Kinect C), depending on the orientation of the person, are not used for all the frames in the reconstruction process.
Fig. 8. The statistics of bone-length variation at different parts of skeleton in the walking sequence. The ideal bone length is shown as the black dotted line in the center. The bone-length from individual Kinects and from the reconstructed uniform skeleton are shown over the 205 frames in different patterns and shades of grey. Depending on the orientation of the person, not all Kinects are used for all the frames in the reconstruction process.
the bone lengths of the unified skeleton are always closest to the ideal length, when compared to individual Kinects.

B. Bounding-box and Skeleton Overlap Estimation

The bounding-box-based error measure calculates the overlap of the skeleton and the underlying 3D point cloud. For each bone in the individual skeleton from Kinects and the unified skeleton, a bounding box $B_i$ is defined at the first frame, where $i = 1, \ldots, 20$ is the bone index. The size of each bounding box $B_i$ is initialized manually, and remains consistent throughout the sequence. The orientation of each bounding box is automatically determined from the orientation of the bone. The bounding boxes are tracked over the whole sequence using the skeletal animation. An example bounding box of a bone at an arbitrary frame can be seen in Fig. 9.

For each bounding box, the number of overlapping 3D points are calculated for each skeleton. A normalized error measure $\xi_t$ is calculated for a time frame $t$ as follows:

$$\xi_t = \frac{\text{count}(\bigcup \mathcal{P}(B_i^t)))}{\text{count}(\mathcal{P}_i)}$$

Where, $\text{count}(\bigcup \mathcal{P}(B_i^t)))$ is the count of all unique points overlapping the bounding boxes of the bones, and, $\text{count}(\mathcal{P}_i)$ is the count of all the points in the complete 3D point cloud. As shown in Fig. 9(c and d), the bounding box from the unified skeleton completely overlaps the correct region of the merged 3D point clouds, resulting in the higher value of $\xi_t$. In this particular frame, the unified skeleton has an average 8.95% better quality, compared to the individual cameras.

To compare the quality of the unified skeleton, we also estimate the goodness criteria for each individual front facing camera, $\xi^t_i$. The results of the bounding-box error measure with respect to $\xi^t_i$ can be seen in Table III. Overall, for all three sequences, we found that on average the goodness of the unified skeleton $\xi_t$ was better than the average goodness of individual front facing cameras $\xi^t_i$ by a factor of 9% to 12%. In addition, we also compared the bounding box error with two multi-view skeletal reconstruction methods from Yueng et al. [23] and Kitsikidis et al. [34]. The results for each sequence can be seen in Table III. As can be seen in Table III that even with a very low level of complexity in terms of the implementation, our method results in a very similar accuracy for all the methods, especially for the boxing sequence where the error rate is 0.5% better. The maximum bounding box error was less than 2% as shown in Table III.

C. Discussion

In order to estimate the weighting factors of the non-linear fusion function (Eq. 1), $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$, we make use of the bone length, and bounding box error measures. As we do not have any ground truth data available for the sequences, we estimated the unified skeleton by varying these parameters, under the constrain that their sum is 1.0. In the end, the values $\alpha = 0.46$, $\beta = 0.33$, and $\gamma = 0.21$, resulted in the unified skeletal animation where the overall error was minimum for both error measures. In principal, we can also use a learning method to improve the initial estimation of the weighting factors [35] [36] [37]. We would like to explore this in the future work.

In terms of computing speed, our method runs at a moderate speed, and can estimate 10 frames of uniform skeletons per second. Ignoring the I/O overhead, it runs at an interactive frame rate. We tested the method on a 2.4 Ghz Quad Core i5 system with 4 GB of memory. Our method can easily be parallelized on a cluster as each frame is processed individually.

Our method is subject to a couple of limitations. We employ face detection to find out actor’s orientation with respect to the camera. Face detection works well in more than 90% of the frames but it can fail if the face is occluded, for example, in the boxing sequence. We solve this issue in a pre-processing step by analyzing the sequence and if a couple of frames are missing the face. We look at the frames before and after the missing frames under the assumption that the frames were skipped due to occlusion. Additionally, we also
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**Table I** Absolute average bone-length difference for each Kinect (Kinect A, Kinect B, and Kinect C) and our method (Unified Skeleton) with respect to the ideal bone-length for the boxing sequence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bone</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Unified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis</td>
<td>0.0078</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spine</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
<td>0.0194</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>0.1090</td>
<td>0.1767</td>
<td>0.0642</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left shoulder</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
<td>0.0300</td>
<td>0.0811</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left upper arm</td>
<td>0.0175</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>0.0399</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left forearm</td>
<td>0.0304</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>0.0684</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand</td>
<td>0.0303</td>
<td>0.0208</td>
<td>0.0328</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right shoulder</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.0142</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right upper arm</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
<td>0.0338</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right forearm</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hand</td>
<td>0.0221</td>
<td>0.0383</td>
<td>0.0435</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hip</td>
<td>0.0138</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.0610</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left upper leg</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
<td>0.0639</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left lower leg</td>
<td>0.0270</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left foot</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right upper leg</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.0323</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right lower leg</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
<td>0.0324</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right foot</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.0193</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 9.** One example of the bounding box based error calculation is shown. As shown in (a) and (b), the tracking failure causes the complete mismatch of the right arm’s joints with respect to the underlying merged 3D point clouds. On the other hand, (c) and (d) show the reconstructed unified skeleton, where the joints are correctly aligned with the underlying merged 3D point clouds (shown in different shades of grey), thus a large number of 3D points are within the bounding box of the right forearm.
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bone</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Unified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spine</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>0.0812</td>
<td>0.1293</td>
<td>0.0954</td>
<td>0.1421</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left shoulder</td>
<td>0.0412</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
<td>0.0523</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left upper arm</td>
<td>0.0231</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left forearm</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
<td>0.0343</td>
<td>0.0249</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td>0.0243</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right shoulder</td>
<td>0.0542</td>
<td>0.0341</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right upper arm</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.0112</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0268</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right forearm</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.0867</td>
<td>0.0301</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hand</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0498</td>
<td>0.0397</td>
<td>0.0587</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hip</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left upper leg</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>0.0412</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left lower leg</td>
<td>0.0154</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left foot</td>
<td>0.0398</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
<td>0.0401</td>
<td>0.0393</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hip</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td>0.0193</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right upper leg</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>0.0451</td>
<td>0.0212</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right lower leg</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.0216</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right foot</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
<td>0.0203</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Front Facing</th>
<th>[23]</th>
<th>[34]</th>
<th>Our Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boxing</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>1.89%</td>
<td>1.78%</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>10.82%</td>
<td>0.86%</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>11.34%</td>
<td>1.34%</td>
<td>1.23%</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

use the normal of the root joint from the previous frame to determine if the actor is still oriented towards the camera. For example, in case face detection has failed, but in the previous frame the actor was facing the camera, then it is unlikely that the actor was rotated by 90 degrees in a single frame. Similarly, face detection can also detect false positives, for example, some parts in the surroundings can be incorrectly classified as faces. Again, we make use of the full sequence to determine the correct size and most likely position of the face. Incorrect face rectangles with very small or large areas are immediately discarded.

One can also see some flickering in the video sequences, where one joint switches between two cameras quickly. This is due to very similar error measures for different joint configurations, which can vary according to the normal orientation if both cameras see the joint clearly. The depth data from Kinect is very noisy, and we do not compensate for this noise [30], thus normal orientation can differ slightly in each frame. Additionally, the pose data from Kinect SDK is not time coherent and can result in a flicker from frame to frame, which is not a limitation of our method. In the future, we want to explore smoothing the 3D point clouds [30], and smoothing the skeleton data by reconstructing the joint position from all available cameras by means of learning or probabilistic methods.

Despite the limitations, we show that our method is able to reconstruct a unified 360-degree skeletal motion by a non-linear fusion of skeletal data from multiple Kinects that is free from the artefacts resulting from the orientation of the person and occlusion problems if only a single Kinect is employed for the pose estimation.

V. Conclusions

We presented a new method to reconstruct a unified skeletal animation from multiple Kinects. Our method can merge the skeleton data directly from Kinects by employing a non-linear fusion function that takes into account the joint’s orientation, bone lengths, and their temporal smoothness. We use face tracking to find the cameras towards which the actor’s face is oriented. Using the skeletal data from these cameras, the joint configuration that minimizes the non-linear fusion function is used to create a unified skeleton at each frame. Our method can reconstruct a unified 360-degree skeletal animation from multiple Kinects that would not be possible from a single Kinect due to occlusions and tracking failures. We also quantified the goodness of the reconstructed unified skeleton using the bone-length variation calculation and bounding-box overlap ratio methods. In the future, we would like to extend the unified skeletal animation reconstruction algorithm by incorporating a probabilistic model in the confidence measure. In addition, we would also like to work on new methods to quantify the goodness of the reconstructed unified skeleton.
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